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Digital preservation: the problem

Digital objects are inherently fragile: they are easily lost 
or corrupted

Hardware, software and file formats become obsolete
Digital objects can lose their identity, context and 

meaning



ISO 14721: Open Archival Information System





OAIS definitions

 Submission Information Package (SIP)
 A body of digital objects and associated metadata 

transferred from the producer

 Archival Information Package (AIP)
 A package derived from the SIP containing the digital 

objects and associated metadata that is preserved in the 
digital preservation system

 Dissemination Information Package (DIP)
 A package derived from the AIP containing digital objects 

and associated metadata delivered to the consumer



What does OAIS tell us to do?

 Ingest a SIP
 Accept a SIP from a Producer

 Prepare an AIP

 Preserve the AIP
 Ensure that the objects are securely stored

 Ensure the ongoing ability to access and use the objects

 Manage information about the objects

 Disseminate the objects



What is Archivematica?

Free and open-source digital preservation system
Designed to maintain standards-based, long-term 

access to collections of digital objects



What is Archivematica?

Allows users to process digital objects from ingest to 
access consistent with the ISO-OAIS functional model

Creates a simple, highly interoperable AIP using 
recognized standards such as METS, PREMIS, 
Dublin Core, LOC BagIt format

Implements format normalization upon ingest and 
preserves originals to support emulation and 
migration strategies



What is Archivematica?

Consists of an integrated suite of open-source software 
tools 

Processes digital objects through a pipeline of micro-
services provided by the various bundled software 
tools

Allows for user interaction with the system through a 
web-based dashboard

Purpose is to create an AIP which can be stored and 
managed over time





Micro-services

Ingestion
Fixity check
UUID assignment
Message digest calculation 

(checksum assignment)
Unpacking
Virus check
Format identification
Format validation

SIP preparation
Format normalization
AIP preparation
AIP packaging and 

compression
AIP storage
Generation of DIP
DIP upload



The AIP METS file

<dmdSec>
Dublin Core
Ingested descriptive metadata

<amdSec>
PREMIS object metadata
PREMIS events
PREMIS rights
PREMIS agents

<fileSec>
List files in the AIP and their roles (original, preservation, 

submission documentation)
Links files to their amdSecs

<structMap>
Physical or logical order of the contents of the AIP
Links directories and files to their dmdSecs



Ongoing development

Format policy register (FPR)
Bulk metadata import
Manual normalization workflow
Dataset preservation
Email preservation
Advanced AIP search
OAI harvesting/AIP uploading and versioning
Scalability testing
System integration: DSpace, Fedora, LOCKSS, 

Archivists Toolkit, CONTENTdm...
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